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Part I

Item 1.  Business

Company Overview

We are a Canadian corporation originally formed on August 25, 2014 to serve as the indirect holding company for Tim Hortons 
and its consolidated subsidiaries and Burger King and its consolidated subsidiaries, and, since our acquisition of Popeyes in March 
2017, Popeyes and its consolidated subsidiaries. We are one of the world’s largest quick service restaurant (“QSR”) companies with 
more than $34 billion in system-wide sales and over 27,000 restaurants in more than 100 countries and U.S. territories as of 
December 31, 2019. Our Tim Hortons®, Burger King® and Popeyes® brands have similar franchise business models with 
complementary daypart mixes and product platforms. Our three iconic brands are managed independently while benefiting from 
global scale and sharing of best practices. As of December 31, 2019, approximately 100% of total restaurants for each of our brands 
was franchised.

Our business generates revenue from the following sources: (i) franchise revenues, consisting primarily of royalties based on a 
percentage of sales reported by franchise restaurants and franchise fees paid by franchisees; (ii) property revenues from properties we 
lease or sublease to franchisees; and (iii) sales at restaurants owned by us (“Company restaurants”). In addition, our Tim Hortons 
business generates revenue from sales to franchisees related to our supply chain operations, including manufacturing, procurement, 
warehousing and distribution, as well as sales to retailers.

Our Tim Hortons® Brand

Founded in 1964, Tim Hortons (“TH”) is one of the largest donut/coffee/tea restaurant chains in North America and the largest 
in Canada as measured by total number of restaurants. As of December 31, 2019, we owned or franchised a total of 4,932 TH 
restaurants. TH restaurants are quick service restaurants with a menu that includes premium blend coffee, tea, espresso-based hot and 
cold specialty drinks, fresh baked goods, including donuts, Timbits®, bagels, muffins, cookies and pastries, grilled paninis, classic 
sandwiches, wraps, soups and more.

Our Burger King® Brand

Founded in 1954, Burger King (“BK”) is the world’s second largest fast food hamburger restaurant (“FFHR”) chain as measured 
by total number of restaurants. As of December 31, 2019, we owned or franchised a total of 18,838 BK restaurants in more than 100 
countries and U.S. territories. BK restaurants are quick service restaurants that feature flame-grilled hamburgers, chicken and other 
specialty sandwiches, french fries, soft drinks and other affordably-priced food items. 

Our Popeyes® Brand

Founded in 1972, Popeyes (“PLK”) is the world’s second largest quick service chicken concept as measured by total number of 
restaurants. As of December 31, 2019, we owned or franchised a total of 3,316 PLK restaurants. PLK restaurants are quick service 
restaurants that distinguish themselves with a unique “Louisiana” style menu featuring fried chicken, chicken tenders, fried shrimp 
and other seafood, red beans and rice and other regional items.

Our Business Strategy

We believe that we have created a financially strong company built upon a foundation of three thriving, independent brands with 
significant global growth potential and the opportunity to be one of the most efficient franchised QSR operators in the world through 
our focus on the following strategies:

• accelerating net restaurant growth;

• enhancing guest service and experience at our restaurants through comprehensive training, improved restaurant 
operations, reimaged restaurants and appealing menu options;

• increasing restaurant sales and profitability which are critical to the success of our franchise partners and our ability 
to grow our brands around the world;

• utilizing technological and digital initiatives to interact with our guests and modernize the operations of our 
restaurants;

• efficiently managing costs and sharing best practices; and

• preserving the rich heritage of each of our brands by managing them and their respective franchisee relationships 
independently and continuing to play a prominent role in local communities.
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Operating Segments

Our business consists of three operating segments, which are also our reportable segments: (1) TH; (2) BK; and (3) PLK. 
Additional financial information about our reportable segments can be found in “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial 
Condition and Results of Operations.”

Restaurant Development

As part of our development approach for our brands in the U.S., we have granted limited development rights in specific areas to 
franchisees in connection with area development agreements. We expect to enter into similar arrangements in 2020 and beyond. In 
Canada, we have not granted exclusive or protected areas to BK or TH franchisees, with limited exceptions.

As part of our international growth strategy for all of our brands, we have established master franchise and development 
agreements in a number of markets. We have also created strategic master franchise joint ventures in which we received a meaningful 
minority equity stake in each joint venture. We will continue to evaluate opportunities to accelerate international development of all 
three of our brands, including through the establishment of master franchises with exclusive development rights and joint ventures 
with new and existing franchisees. 

Advertising and Promotions 

In general, franchisees fund substantially all of the marketing programs for each of our brands by making contributions ranging 
from 2.0% to 5.0% of gross sales to advertising funds managed by us or by the franchisees. Advertising contributions are used to pay 
for expenses relating to marketing, advertising and promotion, including market research, production, advertising costs, sales 
promotions, social media campaigns, technology initiatives and other support functions for the respective brands.

We manage the advertising funds for each of our brands in the U.S. and Canada, as well as in certain other markets for BK. 
However, in many international markets, including the markets managed by master franchisees, franchisees make contributions into 
franchisee-managed advertising funds. As part of our global marketing strategy, we provide franchisees with advertising support and 
guidance in order to deliver a consistent global brand message.

Product Development

New product development is a key driver of the long-term success of our brands. We believe the development of new products 
can drive traffic by expanding our customer base, allowing restaurants to expand into new dayparts, and continuing to build brand 
leadership in food quality and taste. Based on guest feedback, we drive product innovation in order to satisfy the needs of our guests 
around the world. This strategy will continue to be a focus in 2020 and beyond.

Operations Support

Our operations strategy is designed to deliver best-in-class restaurant operations by our franchisees and to improve friendliness, 
cleanliness, speed of service and overall guest satisfaction. Each of our brands has uniform operating standards and specifications 
relating to product quality, cleanliness and maintenance of the premises. In addition, our restaurants are required to be operated in 
accordance with quality assurance and health standards that each brand has established, as well as standards set by applicable 
governmental laws and regulations. Each franchisee typically participates in initial and ongoing training programs to learn all aspects 
of operating a restaurant in accordance with each brand’s operating standards.

Manufacturing, Supply and Distribution

In general, we approve the manufacturers of the food, packaging, equipment and other products used in restaurants for each of 
our brands. We have a comprehensive supplier approval process, which requires all products to pass our quality standards and the 
suppliers’ manufacturing process and facilities to pass on-site food safety inspections. Our franchisees are required to purchase 
substantially all food and other products from approved suppliers and distributors.

TH products are sourced from a combination of third-party suppliers and our own manufacturing facilities. To protect our 
proprietary blends, we operate two coffee roasting facilities in Ancaster, Ontario and Rochester, New York, where we blend all of the 
coffee for our TH restaurants and, where practical, for our take home, packaged coffee. Our fondant and fills manufacturing facility in 
Oakville, Ontario produces, and is the primary supplier of, the ready-to-use glaze, fondants, fills and syrups which are used in a 
number of TH products. As of December 31, 2019, we have only one or a few suppliers to service each category of products sold at 
our system restaurants.

We sell most raw materials and supplies, including coffee, sugar, paper goods and other restaurant supplies, to TH restaurants in 
Canada and the U.S. We purchase those raw materials from multiple suppliers and generally have alternative sources of supply for 
each. While we have multiple suppliers for coffee from various coffee-producing regions, the available supply and price for high-
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quality coffee beans can fluctuate dramatically. Accordingly, we monitor world market conditions for green (unroasted) coffee and 
contract for future supply volumes to obtain expected requirements of high-quality coffee beans at acceptable prices.

Our TH business has significant supply chain operations, including procurement, warehousing and distribution, to supply paper 
and dry goods to a substantial majority of our Canadian restaurants, and procure and supply frozen baked goods and some refrigerated 
products to most of our Ontario and Quebec restaurants. We act as a distributor to TH restaurants in Canada through five distribution 
centers located in Canada. In 2018, we announced plans to build two new warehouses in Western Canada to replace existing facilities 
and to renovate an existing warehouse in Eastern Canada to facilitate the supply of frozen and refrigerated products in those markets. 
We expect to complete these projects in 2020. We own or lease a significant number of trucks and trailers that regularly deliver to 
most of our Canadian restaurants. In the U.S., we supply similar products to system restaurants through third-party distributors.

All of the products used in our BK and PLK restaurants are sourced from third-party suppliers. In the U.S. and Canada, there is a 
purchasing cooperative for each brand that negotiates the purchase terms for most equipment, food, beverages (other than branded soft 
drinks which we negotiate separately under long-term agreements) and other products used in BK and PLK restaurants. The 
purchasing agent is also authorized to purchase and manage distribution services on behalf of most of the BK and PLK restaurants in 
the U.S. and Canada. PLK also utilizes exclusive suppliers for certain of its proprietary products. As of December 31, 2019, four 
distributors serviced approximately 92% of BK restaurants in the U.S. and five distributors serviced approximately 85% of PLK 
restaurants in the U.S. 

In 2000, Burger King Corporation entered into long-term exclusive contracts with The Coca-Cola Company and Dr Pepper/
Snapple, Inc. to supply BK restaurants with their products and which obligate restaurants in the U.S. to purchase a specified number of 
gallons of soft drink syrup. These volume commitments are not subject to any time limit. As of December 31, 2019, we estimate that it 
will take approximately 7 years to complete the Coca-Cola purchase commitment and approximately 10 years to complete the Dr 
Pepper/Snapple, Inc. purchase commitment. If these agreements were terminated, we would be obligated to pay an aggregate amount 
equal to approximately $376 million as of December 31, 2019 based on an amount per gallon for each gallon of soft drink syrup 
remaining in the purchase commitments, interest and certain other costs. We have also entered into long-term beverage supply 
arrangements with certain major beverage vendors for the TH and PLK brands in the U.S. and Canada. 

Franchise Agreements and Other Arrangements

General. We grant franchisees the right to operate restaurants using our trademarks, trade dress and other intellectual property, 
uniform operating procedures, consistent quality of products and services and standard procedures for inventory control and 
management. For each franchise restaurant, we generally enter into a franchise agreement covering a standard set of terms and 
conditions. Recurring fees consist of periodic royalty and advertising payments. Franchisees report gross sales on a monthly or weekly 
basis and pay royalties based on gross sales.

Franchise agreements are generally not assignable without our consent. Our TH franchise agreements grant us the right to 
reacquire a restaurant under certain circumstances, and our BK and PLK franchise agreements generally have a right of first refusal if 
a franchisee proposes to sell a restaurant. Defaults (including non-payment of royalties or advertising contributions, or failure to 
operate in compliance with our standards) can lead to termination of the franchise agreement.

U.S. and Canada. TH franchisees in the U.S. and Canada operate under several types of license agreements, with a typical term 
for a standard restaurant of 10 years plus renewal period(s) of 10 years in the aggregate for Canada and a typical term of 20 years for 
the U.S. TH franchisees who lease land and/or buildings from us typically pay a royalty of 3.0% to 4.5% of weekly restaurant gross 
sales. Our license agreements contemplate a one-time franchise fee which must be paid in full before the restaurant opens for business 
and upon the grant of an additional term. Under a separate lease or sublease, TH franchisees typically pay monthly rent based on the 
greater of a fixed monthly payment and contingent rental payments based on a percentage (usually 8.5% to 10.0%) of monthly gross 
sales or flow through monthly rent based on the terms of an underlying lease. Where the franchisee owns the premises, leases it from a 
third party or enters into a flow through lease with TH, the royalty is typically increased. In addition, the royalty rates under license 
agreements entered into in connection with non-standard restaurants, including self-serve kiosks and strategic alliances with third 
parties, may vary from those described above and are negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

The typical BK and PLK franchise agreement in the U.S. and Canada has a 20-year term and contemplates a one-time franchise 
fee. Subject to the incentive programs described below, most new BK franchise restaurants in the U.S. and Canada pay a royalty on 
gross sales of 4.5% and most PLK restaurants in the U.S. and Canada pay a royalty on gross sales of 5.0%. BK franchise agreements 
typically provide for a 20-year renewal term, and PLK franchise agreements typically provide for two 10-year renewal terms. 

In an effort to improve the image of our BK restaurants in the U.S., we offered U.S. franchisees reduced up-front franchise fees 
and limited-term royalty and advertising fund rate reductions to remodel restaurants to our modern image during 2017, 2018 and 2019 
and we plan to continue to offer remodel incentives to U.S. franchisees during 2020. These limited-term incentive programs are 
expected to negatively impact our effective royalty rate until 2027. However, we expect this impact to be partially mitigated as 
incentive programs granted in prior years will expire and we will also be entering into new franchise agreements for BK restaurants in 
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the U.S. with a 4.5% royalty rate. For PLK, we offered development incentive programs in 2017 pursuant to which we reduced or 
waived franchise fees and royalty payments to encourage our PLK franchisees to develop and open new restaurants. Most of these 
programs were discontinued in 2018. 

International. Historically, we entered into franchise agreements for each BK restaurant in our international markets with up-
front franchise fees and monthly royalties and advertising contributions typically of up to 5.0% of gross sales. However, as part of the 
international growth strategy for each of our brands, we have entered into master franchise agreements or development agreements 
that grant franchisees exclusive or non-exclusive development rights and, in some cases, require them to provide support services to 
other franchisees in their markets. In 2019, we entered into master franchise agreements for the TH brand in Thailand and for the PLK 
brand in China and Spain. The up-front franchise fees and royalty rate paid by master franchisees or exclusive developers vary from 
country to country, depending on the facts and circumstances of each market. We expect to continue implementing similar 
arrangements for our brands in 2020 and beyond. 

Franchise Restaurant Leases. We leased or subleased 3,646 properties to TH franchisees, 1,542 properties to BK franchisees, 
and 84 properties to PLK franchisees as of December 31, 2019 pursuant to separate lease agreements with these franchisees. For 
properties that we lease from third-party landlords and sublease to franchisees, our leases generally provide for fixed rental payments 
and may provide for contingent rental payments based on a restaurant’s annual gross sales. Franchisees who lease land only or land 
and building from us do so on a “triple net” basis. Under these triple net leases, the franchisee is obligated to pay all costs and 
expenses, including all real property taxes and assessments, repairs and maintenance and insurance.

Intellectual Property

We own valuable intellectual property relating to our brands, including trademarks, service marks, patents, industrial designs, 
copyrights, trade secrets and other proprietary information, some of which are of material importance to our TH, BK and PLK 
businesses. We have established the standards and specifications for most of the goods and services used in the development, 
improvement and operation of our restaurants. These proprietary standards, specifications and restaurant operating procedures are our 
trade secrets. Additionally, we own certain patents and industrial designs of varying duration relating to equipment and packaging used 
in BK and TH restaurants. 

Information Systems

Our corporate financial, human resources and similar systems are fully integrated across our brands and provide a solid 
foundation for our business. Our restaurant systems are provided by a set of approved third-party vendors that provide point of sale 
software. Depending on the region, they may also provide labor scheduling, inventory, production management, and cash control 
services. We are in the process of rolling out in the US and Canada an architecture that enables us to build custom customer-facing 
applications and integrate them with our third-party providers, to support mobile ordering, web ordering, and kiosks. In the future, we 
plan to deploy this architecture to additional markets.

Although our systems are provided through third parties, we have the ability to obtain transaction-level data from most of our 
franchised restaurants and Company restaurants.  This allows us to assess how our new and existing products are performing around 
the world.  Additionally, we have been investing to upgrade our supply chain systems and improve efficiency. We expect to continue 
to invest in technology capabilities to support and drive our business.

Competition

Each of our brands competes in the U.S., Canada and internationally with many well-established food service companies on the 
basis of product choice, quality, affordability, service and location. With few barriers to entry to the restaurant industry, our 
competitors include a variety of independent local operators, in addition to well-capitalized regional, national and international 
restaurant chains and franchises, and new competitors may emerge at any time. We also compete for consumer dining dollars with 
national, regional and local (i) quick service restaurants that offer alternative menus, (ii) casual and “fast casual” restaurant chains and 
(iii) convenience stores and grocery stores. Furthermore, delivery aggregators and other food delivery services provide consumers 
with convenient access to a broad range of competing restaurant chains and food retailers, particularly in urban areas.

Government Regulations and Affairs

General. We and our franchisees are subject to various laws and regulations including (i) licensing and regulation relating to 
health, food preparation, sanitation and safety standards and, for our distribution business, traffic and transportation regulations; 
(ii) information security, privacy and consumer protection laws; and (iii) other laws regulating the design, accessibility and operation 
of facilities, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act and similar 
Canadian federal and provincial legislation that can have a significant impact on our franchisees and our performance. These 
regulations include food safety regulations, including supervision by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and its international 
equivalents, which govern the manufacture, labeling, packaging and safety of food. In addition, we are or may become subject to 
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